In the age of Big Data, the widespread use of location-awareness technologies has made it possible to collect spatio-temporal interaction data for analyzing flow patterns in both physical space and cyberspace. This research attempts to explore and interpret patterns embedded in the network of phone-call interaction and the network of phone-users' movements, by considering the geographical context of mobile phone cells. We adopt an agglomerative clustering algorithm based on a Newman-Girvan modularity metric and propose an alternative modularity function incorporating a gravity model to discover the clustering structures of spatial-interaction communities using a mobile phone dataset from one week in a city in China. The results verify the distance decay effect and spatial continuity that control the process of partitioning phone-call interaction, which indicates that people tend to communicate within a spatialproximity community. Furthermore, we discover that a high correlation exists between phone-users' movements in physical space and phone-call interaction in cyberspace. Our approach presents a combined qualitative-quantitative framework to identify clusters and interaction patterns, and explains how geographical context influences communities of callers and receivers. The findings of this empirical study are valuable for urban structure studies as well as for the detection of communities in spatial networks.
Introduction
In geographic information science and regional geography there is a tradition of research on spatial interaction processes between different sub-regions, based on population immigration, commuting travel activities, and disease diffusion (Clarke 1996 , Giuliano and Small 1993 , Goodchild and Janelle 1984 , Guo 2007 , Jang and Yao 2011 , Roy and Thill 2003 , Tobler 1976 , 1988 . For regional studies, the functional region is defined by regional geographers based on interaction between its distinctive land-use zones (Johnston et al. 1981) . Representative forms of interaction between different zones include human movement, commodity flow, resource allocation, and information communication. For the past several decades, studies of spatial interaction processes have mainly been based on census datasets (Jang and Yao 2011, Rae 2009 ).
In the age of Big Data, the widespread use of location-awareness devices (LAD), such as mobile phones and GPS-enabled devices, has made it possible to collect large-scale individual trajectories for analyzing human activity patterns and spatial interactions in both physical space and cyberspace. Mobile communications have shifted social ties from "linking peoplein-places to linking people wherever they are and from place-to-place to person-to-person" (Kwan 2007) . It is valuable for researchers and policy makers to understand how regional functions interact with human movements and telecommunication flows derived from these new information sources, and to understand in turn how these information and communication technologies (ICT) influence urban space (Batty and Miller 2000 , Foss and Couclelis 2009 , Ren and Kwan 2007 , Shaw and Yu 2009 , Torrens 2008 , Yu and Shaw 2008 , Yuan et al. 2012 . The effect of ICT on human movements includes three types: substitution, stimulation, and modification (Mokhtarian and Meenakshisundaram 1999) . Townsend (2000) has argued that the use of mobile phones leads the intensification of urban activity and productivity. Some researchers have employed mobile phone data for regionalization (Ratti et al. 2010) , for discovering various types of social divides (Walsh and Pozdnoukhov 2011) , and for finding linguistic separation (Expert et al. 2011) . Other studies have demonstrated that mobile subscribers' movements are determined by geographical and socioeconomic factors (Kang et al. 2010 , Leskovec and Lang 2008 , Onnela and Arbesman 2011 . Recently, more attention has been placed on deriving temporal characteristics of feature types from location-based services (Ye et al. 2011 ) and on extracting land-use from spatio-temporal trajectories . Nevertheless there are still some important questions that deserve attention: for example, what is the relationship between interaction in the physical world and that in cyberspace, how to exploit and analyze patterns of spatial interaction, and how to design efficient economical and administrative boundaries based on spatial interaction?
Many analyses of spatial interaction datasets have been based on predefined areal units. Tobler (1976) , for example, has analyzed state-to-state college attendance, and Rae (2009) has analyzed flows of immigrants. Other researchers have developed various techniques and models to find patterns in spatial interaction data (Adrienko and Adrienko 2011 , Fischer et al. 1993 , Roy and Thill 2003 , Young 2002 ). In addition, researchers have taken the spatial interaction network as a graph in which areal zones are transformed into nodes while interaction flows embedded in space are represented by weighted edges. A number of graph partitioning methods found in the literature of complex networks and computer science have been applied to research on community detection or pattern discovery. Tobler's First Law (TFL) of geography says that near things are more related than distant things (Tobler 1970) . Based on this proposition, it can be inferred that the strength of spatial interaction between communities is subject to geographic constraints which can be discovered through the use of the communitydetection algorithms of social network analysis. However, popular methods for social network analysis rarely consider the relationship between physical space and cyberspace, although some research has taken spatial effects into account (Eagle et al. 2009 , Expert et al. 2011 , Guo 2009 , Guo and Wang 2011 , Guo et al. 2012 , Onnela and Arbesman 2011 . Goodchild et al. (2000) mention that we should demand an explicit accounting for spatial interaction and spatial dependence in empirical models of social networks. Spatialized social network analysis (SSNA) facilitates the understanding of social behaviors that relate to the structure of the network as well as to relative location-context in physical space. For example, Radil et al. (2012) use SSNA to investigate the network structure and geographical context of gang violence. Thiemann et al. (2010) analyze a human travel network generated by the circulation of banknotes, and find the effective boundaries partially overlap with existing administrative borders and also physical barriers like rivers and mountains. Barthélemy (2011) thoroughly explains the related work of understanding how the spatial constraints affect the structure and properties of these spatial networks.
In general, the spatial effects on networks include: (1) spatial constraints on the connectivity patterns of nodes embedded in geographical locations; (2) physical networks like roads and railways, which are affected by spatial topology; and (3) restrictions on long-distance links due to economic costs.
In this study, we attempt to explore the community patterns hidden in the geographically embedded telecommunication network of phone-call interaction and the network of phoneusers' movements. We adopt a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm based on a Newman-Girvan modularity metric and an alternative modularity function incorporating a gravity model to study the dynamics of spatial interaction communities. Thus, the goal of this article is to discover communities from the networks of spatial interactions revealed by phonecall records and to use geographical context to explain these patterns. To this end, we georeference the detected spatial communities in Google Earth, further analyze some spatial communities of interest, and discover previously unknown spatially coherent regions and isolated enclaves. The empirical studies show how geographical context influences patterns of spatial interaction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to connect and compare the community patterns embedded in a phone-call dataset in cyberspace with phone-users' movements in the physical world.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the mobile phone datasets of the study area and preprocessing procedures for extracting networks of spatial interaction flow, as well as dynamic spatial structures of phone-call activities. In Section 3, we describe the method of community detection, and specifically the graph-partitioning algorithms. In Section 4, we analyze the resulting urban communities and compare patterns of call interaction and movement interaction. In Section 5, we summarize the main conclusions and discuss further work.
Data Description and Processing

Mobile Phone Data
There are mainly two types of mobile-phone datasets: individual call detail records (CDR) and aggregated call-volume data. On the one hand, a set of anonymized CDR which contains call information of phone user, receiver, base-station locations, date, time, duration, etc. (Table 1) is maintained by mobile network operators. Every time a call is made, each phone is georeferenced to a nearby mobile base station that has a unique longitude/latitude position, which can be used to estimate the location of the phone user and further quantify human mobility (González et al. 2008 , Kang et al. 2010 , Song et al. 2010 . On the other hand, the aggregated data represents the total call volume of each mobile base station in different time intervals, such as hourly, daily, or weekly. This type of call volume data has been collected to understand the spatio-temporal structures of urban activities, population distribution and traffic flow (Gao et al. 2013 , Ratti et al. 2006 . In this research, the dataset is the first type listed above, and includes a week of over 74,000,000 phone call records (as shown in Table 2 ) of nearly 1,000,000 mobile subscribers in Harbin, a large city in northeastern China. The coverage area of each mobile base station can be approximated as a Thiessen polygon for call activity analysis and termed a "cell". In this Thiessen partition, all phone calls within a given polygon are closer to the corresponding mobile base station than to any other station. Generally, urban core areas have a higher density of mobile cells where the average distance between mobile base stations is approximately one kilometer (the value of average separation depends on the size of the sampling area). The average distance between base stations in the whole study area is 7.95 km. Each geo-referenced phone call which connects the locations of two mobile phone users could be represented as an origin-destination (OD) pair in geographical space or as a link in a network of telecommunication interaction (TeleFlow). Also, we can get corresponding positioning movements (MoveFlow) of each mobile subscriber by connecting his or her series of georeferenced call records. Therefore, based on the phone-call activities, two types of spatial interaction processes could be extracted (see Figure 1 ).
Interaction Data Representation
Let G_TeleFlow (V, E) be a weighted-undirected network graph of phone call flows where Thiessen polygons of mobile base stations are transformed into nodes (V) while interactions among stations are represented by weighted edges (E). Let Wijt represent the total call flow between cell i and cell j during time interval t (hourly, daily, weekly). Similarly, let G_Move-Flow (V, E) be a weighted undirected network graph of human movements and let Mijt represent the total movement flow between cell i and cell j during time interval t, including movement flows both from i to j and from j to i. Note that we can also get the weighted directed network graph of call activity interactions by adding the direction of flow. But in this research we only focus on the strength of spatial interaction between two zones without direction. Figure 2 shows the two networks of interaction embedded in geographical space. It is difficult to clearly interpret the patterns directly from these networks since edges intersect and overlap. Thus grouping or graph-partitioning tools need to be employed to discover spatialinteraction communities.
Distance Decay of Spatial Interactions
Inspired by previous literature about human mobility patterns following scaling laws (Brockmann et al. 2006) , we examine the distance distributions of network of call interactions G_TeleFlow (V, E) and network of movements G_MobileFlow (V, E) to determine if both distributions showed the characteristics of distance decay. We find that nearly 90% of all interac- tions occur across distances less than 20 km (Figure 3a ). We fit a power law which has the scale-free characteristics that can be better interpreted for different spatially embedded interaction networks with varying sizes:
where P denotes the probability of having an occurrence of spatial interaction at the distance d between two localities, and b is the decay parameter (Taylor 1971) . The results show that the 
Population Distribution Data
In order to better understand the characteristics of intra-urban human mobility and spatial interactions, we examine the population distribution in the study area extracted from the LandScan™ 2008 global population dataset developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Note that the data quality depends on the estimation uncertainty of LandScan in the study area, because so far it is the finest spatial resolution (30 arc-seconds or approximately 1 km) data available and represents an estimation of average population over 24 hours. It uses a novel algorithm integrating GIS and remote sensing imagery techniques with socio-economic census data including population, places of work, journey to work, and other mobility factors (Dobson et al. 2000) . The population distribution data of the study area was extracted into Esri Grid format (Figure 4) . We converted the population data into the same unit of mobile cells using the procedure mentioned by Kang et al. (2012a) .
Methods
Community Detection Algorithm
In the study of complex networks, a community is defined as a subset (group) of a network; the nodes of the network can be grouped into sets of nodes so that each community is densely connected internally. The identification of such densely connected groups is called community detection. Finding communities within an arbitrary network can be a difficult task. The number of communities, if any, within the network is typically unknown and the communities are often of unequal size or density. Despite these difficulties, however, several methods for community finding have been developed and employed with varying levels of success. Popular community detection methods can be classified into two groups: graph partitioning and hierarchical clustering. Graph partitioning divides a network graph into a set of non-overlapping groups, while hierarchical clustering seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters of nodes, such that for each cluster there are more internal than external connections. The hierarchical clustering method includes two types: hierarchical agglomerative and hierarchical divisive algorithms, according to whether a provisional cluster's edges are added or removed. Newman and Girvan (2004) propose a modularity metric to evaluate the quality of a particular division of a network into communities. Modularity compares a proposed division to a null model in which connections between nodes are random. It is defined as the sum of differences between the fraction of edges falling within communities and the expected value of the same quantity under the random null model.
where k is the number of partition communities, realflowijk gives the actual fraction of interactions between nodes i and j within the same community C, and estflowijk represents the expected values under the random null model or other theoretical models. If the fraction of edges within communities is no better than the null model, the modularity Q=0, while Q=1 indicates the most robust community structure. In practice, modularity values of different real world networks with varying sizes fall into the range 0.3 to 0.7 (Newman 2006) .
One of the most widely used techniques for community detection is the Newman modularity maximization method (Newman 2004) . In practice, in view of the time complexity of this algorithm and its feasibility in real-world applications, several alternative algorithms have been developed to support large-scale real networks and to achieve good modularity of community detection. One such algorithm is a fast greedy hierarchical agglomeration (Clauset et al. 2004 ) whose time complexity on a graph with n vertices and m edges is O(mdlogn), where d is the depth of the dendrogram describing the community structure. As introduced in Section 2.2, G_TeleFlow (V, E) is the weighted undirected graph of phone-call interaction and G_MoveFlow (V, E) is the weighted undirected graph of human movements. We apply this fast hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm based on the modularity metric to these two graphs to find whether natural boundaries exist within mobile-cell regions (spatial communities). Note that the algorithm does not consider geographic locations in building clusters. For more detailed steps and the data structures used for computation, please refer to Clauset et al. (2004) .
Incorporating Gravity Model
As noted earlier, spatial networks are affected by spatial constraints. In order to detect hidden socio-economic, structural or cultural connections, therefore, it would be desirable to first take out the effects of spatial distance, by comparing observed interactions to a null model that includes expected spatial effects. Gravity models are an obvious and natural choice for such a null model, since they represent the patterns of spatial interaction that urban structures usually follow (Expert et al. 2011 , Fotheringham 1981 .
Several previous studies have employed the method of spatial partitioning to detect community structure and visualize such cluster-to-cluster spatial interaction graphs (Guo 2009, Guo and . Here we propose a community detection algorithm based on a modified modularity function that incorporates a gravity model. Going back to Equation (2), we calculate estflowijk values as estimations of interaction flow in a community Ck according to the classic gravity model , Lukermann and Porter 1960 , Tobler 1976 :
where Pi represents the population in the cell i and comes from the same community with cell j, and can be calculated based on LandScan population; dij is the spatial distance between the cells; and the distance-decay parameter b can be obtained by fitting a gravity model (Fotheringham 1981 , Kang et al. 2013 , O'Kelly et al. 1995 . Note that the absolute value of difference between the actual flow and estimated flow is tiny for small-area cells in urban core regions, but the change rate of difference is higher than that for large-area cells. We consider the alternative fraction format of gravity-modularity for detecting communities:
A bottom-up fast greedy approach is adopted and the algorithm is searching for a partition that maximizes Qg as follows:
Step 1 -Each cell starts in its own independent cluster of community and the value of modularity among all pairs of cells for all communities can be calculated;
Step 2 -Find a pair of cells which have the maximum value of realflowijk /estflowijk and merge them into a community; and Step 3 -Recalculate the population and estimated flow for the new merged community of cells and then repeat Step1 to calculate Qg until all cells come into one big community so multilevel-community structures can be found. By definition, Qg favors spatial communities made of cells which are more connected than expected for that distance. Compared to the random null model, Qg is expected to uncover communities driven by non-spatial factors. We conduct various controlled experiments based on Q and Qg to discover spatial structures of interaction communities over time.
Experiment Results
Discovering Spatial Interaction Communities of Call Flow
At the beginning, we aggregate the total volume of phone-call interaction for each pair of cells on the network G_TeleFlow over different hours of a day and then apply the algorithm of maximizing modularity Q to partition these graphs of a week-long dataset. Table 3 shows the statistical results of the community detection and the relatively stable partitions on both weekdays and weekends, considering the number of communities, size and modularity values. A peak of call interaction among cells happened on Thursday (56,070 edges). From the sequence of maps of spatial community structures of G_TeleFlow in Figure 5 we can see the spatially coherent communities clearly in a whole-week cycle. Most cells of outer suburbs have been aggregated into the same community in both weekdays and weekends (filled color with yellow, green, blue and violet); whereas some urban core cells have been merged into different communities on varying days. Keep in mind that such natural-boundary characteristics of spatially coherent regions can be found even without taking into account the geographical
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adjacency in the algorithm. In other words, it demonstrates that the physical space has distance decay effect on call activities in cyberspace. Previous studies also show that natural boundaries can be shaped in multiple spatial scales because of physical barriers or social divides (Ratti et al. 2010, Walsh and Pozdnoukhov 2011) . What inspired us most are how these divisions shape and what geographical context is behind them. More detailed explanations are provided below.
The emergence of these isolated enclave polygons reflect strong call interactions between cells that come from the same community. In order to further understand the geographical context of cells, we geo-reference these polygons of spatial communities in Google Earth, and visually interpret some examples of interest based on some labels, landmarks and other semantic descriptions about these locations. Figure 6 shows more detailed information about four enclave regions of spatial communities. Firstly, cell A locates in the overpass intersection of the ring and airport expressways which is near a large residential suburb area of this city, and a high volume of call interaction make it merged to the northern spatial community (yellow) of official cells. Secondly, cell B has been merged into the same distant community on Monday, Thursday and Friday although there is a physical division of a river flowing between them, whereas it aggregates into a nearby spatial adjacent community on weekends. Cell B corresponds to the governmental buildings which has strong connections with the eastern cells (green) of the Central Business District (CBD) on weekdays. Official or business call-contacts strengthen two spatially separated cells, and thus partition them into the same community. However, the call flow between them becomes weak on weekends, so that cell B becomes isolated. In addition, we have checked the call direction on raw datasets and find that most of the cells in the CBD have larger numbers of outflow than inflow calls from the governmental cluster. Thirdly, cell C has a strong link to the southern cells (red) during the week and they are assigned to the same community. With visual exploratory analysis and looking up these place labels on websites, we find that it locates near the railway station which covers a wood processing plant, food brewery wholesale market and a residential village. There may be business/industry communications that make these cells aggregated into the same community. Fourthly, cell-group D has been merged into the same community (orange) with the spatially separated western region. D covers a famous local farm and implies a business connection with the city community. In order to identify whether physical movements also exist between these spatially separated cells, we will refer to the partition results of the network of movements. 
Discovering Spatial Interaction Communities of Movement Flow
Similarly, we partition the network of phone-users' movements G_MoveFlow. The results show similar community structures on weekdays considering the number of communities, size and modularity values (Table 4) . However, the number of movement flows on Sunday increases greatly when residents have higher probabilities of travel. Figure 7 presents the structures of spatial interaction communities based on movements over the whole week. We find that spatial-adjacent cells have higher probabilities to be merged into the same community. Nevertheless, these isolated communities may uncover differentiated geographical contexts which affect patterns of human movements. In general, the partition structures of movement interaction are similar to that of call interaction. We attempt to examine the statistical correlation coefficients between them (Table 5 ). There are high correlations existing between movements in physical space and their phone call activities in cyberspace (maximum R 2 = 0.865). However, a high correlation does not mean a causal relationship between them (Yuan et al. 2012) . We need further exploratory analysis of individual interactions to find potential causal relations, for example, Calabrese et al. (2011) have found that close to 70% of mobile users who call each other frequently shared the same location at least once during the period examined and made phone calls before the face-to-face meetings.
The following part will mainly compare those cells (labeled in Figure 6 ) mentioned in the previous discussion on the network of call interaction. Firstly, cell A is merged into the same spatially separated community both on the network of call interaction (G_TeleFlow) and on the network of movements (G_MoveFlow). It locates near the airport expressway and its community is shaped by strong phone call connections and also movements. Secondly, cell B with the governmental office buildings has strong call connections with the CBD but lacks physical movement flow. Thus, it has not been merged into the same community on the G_MoveFlow. Thirdly, cell C, associated with southern cells, is merged into the same community on both networks; this may result from the spatial allocations of markets and stores (Church 2002 ). Finally, cell-group D has not been merged into the same community again on G_MoveFlow. The accessibility of transportation or land-use types may explain such division but this needs further detailed data analysis Zhu 2004, Miller and Wu 2000) .
Community Detection Results Based on Gravity-modularity
According to the gravity-model, the intensity of interaction between two cells depends on two factors: (1) the attraction between them, usually proportional to their masses; and (2) the distance effect. The detection of communities only based on the strength of call interaction or movements (Section 4.1 and 4.2) reflects the combined effects of the two factors, and therefore the partition results appear as spatially coherent regions. By introducing the gravity-model for estimating flow on the network of G_TeleFlow, we can take out the distance effect in partitioning the network. Figure 8 shows a controlled community-detection experiment based on the gravity-modularity function (Equation 4), illustrating that the more aggregated communities found in the urban core region are not spatially coherent compared with the results in Section 4.1. This finding offers insight into the reaction of non-space factors, but we need more detailed social and geographical backgrounds to explain the result at length.
Conclusions
Mobile phone datasets serve as a novel and high spatio-temporal resolution source for understanding the dynamic spatial interaction processes in urban space. By partitioning both the Figure 7 Community structures of movement-flow networks deriving from mobile phone users throughout a week network of call interaction and the network of movements, we verify the distance decay effect on the detection of geographically embedded communities. The results indicate that people tend to communicate within a spatial-proximity community. This yields insight into how the structure of social interactions might be interpreted in differentiated spaces and places. Our approach presents a combined qualitative-quantitative framework to identify clusters and interaction patterns in spatially embedded networks, and explains how geographical context influences such patterns as revealed by distinct land use features of mobile cells, as well as temporal characteristics of interactions (e.g. office cells-central business district). The findings of this empirical study can be utilized by researchers and urban managers to explore the dynamic spatial interaction patterns between different regions of the city over time and may help to guide transportation planning and other potential applications, e.g. infrastructure construction projects. Furthermore, we would like to regard this research as a beginning of detecting the spatial interaction communities based on mobile phone datasets. Further research is required to understand the causal relations and semantics of these communities if more detailed land-use or socio-economic data are available. For example, high resolution land-use types could help towards an understanding of the overall geography of these spatial communities; detailed travel-to-work survey and social background information of phone users may better explain human behaviors with ICT in urban areas. In addition, we would like to conduct experiments based on directed weighted-networks with finer temporal resolution (e.g. hourly) for future work. Last but not least, we still need to evaluate the findings in various regions and different spatio-temporal scales. Figure 8 One example of community detection based on gravity-modularity
